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context



Transforming Social Care



The Hampshire Approach

The Hampshire Approach is based on a clear and shared mind set.

We believe:

1. Developing positive relationships with families is the heart of what we do.

2. Everyone has strengths, and we get the best from each other when we 

recognise and build on those strengths.

3. In listening, respecting and working together with the child, their family and 

those that have a responsibility to them.

4. That working with the whole family will achieve the best outcomes for the child 

in the long term.

5. That working in this way enables us to identify, respond to and manage risk 

safely.

These beliefs inform the way we work with families, and the way we work 

with each other.



How we designed the 
programme



Designing a solution

Listening to the 
voices of our children 

and families

Reviewing 
international 
and domestic 

research

Working with our 
partners and 
stakeholders

Understanding our 
data

Implementing and building 
on the Hampshire 
Approach

Creating equivalency: all 
placements on an equal 
footing

Raising the profile of 
foster carers and 
residential staff

Listening to our staff 
and foster carers

Understanding the 
needs of our childrenVisiting other 

organisations



Voice of the child

Understanding the ‘voice of care experienced young people’ is integral 

to the work of the Modernising Placements Programme

We created a survey for young people who have experienced being in 

care to gain an insight into what is important about the care and support 

that they receive

The survey was co-designed and supported by Experts by Experience 

(EbEs) – young people aged 14 to 20 years old, from Hampshire who 

have experienced being in care 

The survey ran for a five-week period between April and May 2021

68 responses were received:

• 18 from children aged 4 to 7 

• 50 from children aged 8 to 18.



We spoke to four young people aged 14 to 17 who are currently in care or have recent experience of being in care to 
find out what was important to them about the care and support that they receive. 
Four themes were identified from the insight they provided:

Respect:
• being respected as an individual;

• having privacy;

• not being treated differently because 

they are in care.

Information & communication:
• having information shared with them in 

an appropriate way;

• information about them being shared 

appropriately.

Continuity & stability:
• placements;

• school;

• friends;

• social worker.

Being safe:
• being allowed to be a child;

• not being judged;

• being forgiven for mistakes that are 

made.

Themes identified

These themes were then used to develop the questionnaire



Information and Communication

Information and communication

1. Most children and young people see their social worker 
often enough.

2. Lots of children and young people prefer to see their 
social worker face-to-face (in real life). Some said they 
were happy to talk to them on the phone but not many 
liked to talk over email or social media.

3. Over half of children and young people understand the 
information that is shared with them. Some information 
is harder to understand because of long words. Pictures 
can also be helpful to help with understanding.

4. Children and young people want to understand why they 
are in care and be told the truth, using simple language.

What makes 
communication 

good?

Honesty

Sharing 
plans

Simple 
language

Telling the 
truth

A chance to 
ask 

questions

Full 
explanation



What we found out about arriving into care
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Arriving in care

1. Children and young people said that they had a lot of 
different feelings when they first arrived in care. The most 
common feelings were confusion, sadness and fear. But 
some children and young people said they felt safe and 
happy.

2. Just over half of the children and young people we asked 
said that an adult had explained why they were going in to 
care. Most of them could understand this information.

3. We asked what might make the move into care a little bit 
easier, the children and young people said being told about 
the move before it happened could help. They also said 
that the time of the week and time of the day could make a 
difference (moving on a weekend would be better) and that 
they would like an adult to clearly explain why they’re 
moving into care.  

How did you feel when you first came in to care?
(44 children and young people answered)



What we found out – more of the big stuff

Support for when things change

1. Most children and young people want the place 
where they live to stay the same. Some also said 
they would like their school, friends and people they 
live with to stay the same. 

2. When things change in their lives (such as moving 
home or changing school), children and young 
people would like to be able to visit the new home 
or school before they actually change. 

Getting ready to leave care
Young people aged 16 and over have mixed 
feelings about moving out of care and living on 
their own, some feel like that they have had 
enough support and are ready, but some don’t. 



The problems the 
programme is 

designed to solve



“When a flower 

doesn’t bloom you fix 

the environment in 

which it grows, not the 

flower.”

(Alexander Den Heijer)



The challenges we are facing

• Complexity of need

• Lack of growth in HCC foster carers numbers

• Low bed occupancy in our residential homes

• Increased reliance on the private sector

• Low staff recruitment and retention and high staff sickness in 

our residential homes

• Increased placement instability

• Children in need of urgent placements

• A lack of equivalency across our placement types

• A reduction in life chances for children

Flaticon



The solution

1. Deliver trauma informed working

2. Deliver an Urgent Care Service

3. Deliver an Extended Care Service

4. Implement Hampshire Hive Foster Carer 

Networks

Flaticon



Our vision

1. Foster carers and staff can be the best that they can in supporting, nurturing and caring for our 

children

2. We understand and are able to support children through the trauma they have experienced –

helping them  to achieve their best life chances

3. We have more Hampshire foster carers and make better use of our residential beds so that 

our children can stay local

4. We all work together, valuing the skills and experience that we all bring

5. We have a range of opportunities so that we can make informed and deliberate decisions 

about where the needs of the child can best be met



Trauma Informed 
Working



Secondary
trauma

Own 
trauma

Children 
coming into 

care

Staff & Carers

Teams

Experience of trauma 
and adversity

Resulting in 
communication

That we 
struggle to 
respond to

Impacting on 
ability to care

Experience of trauma Resulting in placement 
breakdowns

Teams can experience 
trauma too

Leading to 
survival mode

Impacting on the 
service

Why 
Trauma 
Informed 
Working 

is 
Important



What the Psychological Service will look like



Urgent and Extended 
Care Services



Key principles of the UEC Services

Urgent Care Service

• Up to 12-week assessment placement

• Flexibility to support children in solo/two bed placement depending on 
child’s needs

• Flexibility to provide 2:1 staffing

• Multi-agency support

Extended Care Service

• Support to the CYP as they move out of assessment beds providing 
consistency and stability

• Support from assessment beds for reunification to families, moving to 
foster care, moving to residential care or moving to supported lodgings 
(including non HCC placement)

• Support for children in HCC homes where there is a risk of placements 
breaking down or to help s successful transition to a step down 

• Multi-agency time-unlimited support (> age 25, based on the CYP’s 
needs)



Before – 20 placements over four years After – four placements

Impact of the UEC services



The Hampshire Hive



Hampshire Hive

• We co-designed our Hampshire Hive with foster carers 

and staff

• Each Hive supports up to 10 fostering families

• A Hive Carer Support Worker leads each Hive – these 

are paid roles – all our Hive Carers are foster carers

• The Hive Carer facilitates regular support groups and 

social activities for the foster carers and children

• They also provide needs led mentoring and coaching

• A Hive Link Worker provides sleepovers and day care



• 80 Children in Care  

• 100 Foster carers / 56 

Fostering families

• 23 Birth children (13 under 

the age of 12)

Basingstoke 

Andover 

Waterlooville 

Eastleigh 

Bitterne/ Hedge End, 

Southampton 

Gosport

Locations of the 6 

Hives
The Hampshire Hive is currently 

supporting…

Average composition of the 

Hives
Connected Carer

18%

County Carer
56%

Straight from 
panel/approved 

within the last year
26%

The start



A day in the life of a Hampshire Hive

A range of social activities for the 

children and the foster carers

1 to 1 training and coaching

Support groups

Building up relationships between foster 

carers 

Facebook/WhatsApp groups

Sleep oversTeam meetings for the Hive Carers



Hive feedback so far…

“Thank you for support needed to Hive family and respite 

being required. The Hive Link Carer was available to meet 

the needs of the family at short notice and with flexibility” 

Supervising Social Worker

“The Hive team have been fantastic. The Hive is 

outstanding, it’s such a positive and helpful service. Thank 

you to everyone”  

Supervising Social Worker

"Can we do this all the time? I have made more best friends 

in the two times I have seen everyone then I have in the two 

years I have been in Gosport"  

16yr old girl

"I have felt more supported in these few weeks since joining 

the Hive then I have done throughout the whole process we 

have been through.“

Hive Family (Newly approved foster carer) 



Impact of Hampshire 
Hives



Foster Carers
“My expectations have been surpassed because not only do my children feel all of the above but I have 

experienced a sense of contentment and reduced anxiety knowing that any issue or frustration that I 
would benefit from unloading will be met by friendly understanding ears.”

“The Hive members have a wealth of fostering experience to draw from and it is great to know that they 
are out there. The peer to peer support is invaluable to me allowing me to step back from the issue and 

hear honest balanced information - and not letting things fester.” 

“I don’t think they have dwelled on the fact they are in care, just loving that sense of belonging and 
extended family which is precisely all I hoped for these special young people.”

“My hopes and expectations have been surpassed by this initiative.”



Children
“I have seen growing friendship groups formed amongst the younger children 

and a strong friendship between children in the Hive, with older kids have spent 
a lot of time in each other’s company over the summer holidays. Both children 

had no significant long-term friend in their life prior to the Hive and being looked 
after.”

“I have seen the sleep over facility stabilise a placement that was strained over 
the summer holidays.” 

“Child D was all alone and had no access to children with similar stories due to 
living in a rural location. She has come along to multiple events and realised 

that she is not alone in being looked after or somehow different.”



Staff
• “My impression of the Hive is very positive, very helpful and flexible."

• "I find the Hive very supportive and reassuring to my role. It’s a great project."

• I have foster carers who live in Lee on Solent who have mentioned that as a 
buddy Lisa is always approachable and available.

• My carers mentioned a Hive WhatsApp group which (as new carers) has 
helped them to feel part of a team. The communication from the Hive has 
really helped them feel involved and part of a team.

• A big thumbs up and thank you all at the Hive. Long may you continue😊



Sharing our learning



Sharing our learning

• Spend time identifying and understanding the problems that you are trying to solve – data is 

your friend

• Invest time in benchmarking – how are you going to know if you have been successful? 

• Be realistic about recruitment – it takes time to get it right

• Look outside of your organisation for inspiration – don’t reinvent the wheel

• Listen to children, families, colleagues and stakeholders

• Having different skills and disciplines in the programme team supports innovation

• Foster carers can bring so much to each other, combining this with a paid role brings wider 

value to service development too

Our learning as a programme

We all have a role in a child’s 

journey – value the skills and 

experience that others bring

Our message to 

staff



Questions and reflections



Learning sponsor


